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A NOTE ON PERVASIVE FUNCTION ALGEBRAS 
P. J. DE PAEPE and J. J. O. O. WiEGERiNCK1), Amsterdam 
(Received December 19, 1989) 
In [ l ] Čerych poses the following problem. Are any two nonzero annihilating 
measures for a pervasive function algebra absolutely continuous with respect to 
each other? In this note we give examples showing the answer is negative. 
For a compact Hausdorff space X, C(X) will denote the Banach algebra of con­
tinuous complex-valued functions on X (provided with the supremum norm ||*||x). 
A function algebra on X is a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constant 
functions and separating the points of X. Such an algebra is called pervasive (on X) 
if for any proper compact subset Y of X, the restrictions of the elements of A to Y 
are dense in C(Y). For more information on function algebras we refer to [2]. 
The standard example of a pervasive function algebra is the disk algebra, considered 
as an algebra of functions on the rim of the disk: the disk algebra consists of all 
continuous functions on D = {|z| <̂  1} which are analytic on {|z| < 1}. By the 
maximum principle for analytic functions, A can be regarded as a function algebra 
on Г = {|z| = 1}. It is easily seen that A is pervasive on Г. Cerych's question is 
motivated by this example. Indeed, a theorem by F. and M. Riesz [3] states that any 
nonzero measure on the unit circle, annihilating the polynomials, and Lebesgue mea­
sure on the circle are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. We give some 
examples showing that such a phenomenon does not hold in general for pervasive 
function algebras. We will not go into details in the first two easy examples but give 
proofs for the more complicated third example. 
Example 1. Let A be the disk algebra and B = {feA:f(0) = / ( l ) } , considered 
as an algebra on F. Then B is pervasive on Г. Let el be point mass at the point 1, 
then the measures /^ = d0/2rc — ex and fi2 = e10 d9 both annihilate B and ju2 is 
absolutely continuous with respect to / i b but ^ is not absolutely continuous with 
respect to ß2-
Example 2. A, in a sense, more symmetric situation, is obtained by considering 
the algebra B on Г consisting of all elements of the disk algebra which identify 
the points 1/2 and 1 and the points —1/2 and —1. The algebraB ispervasive on Г. 
Now for every point of the disk there is a (unique) representing measure on Twith 
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respect to the disk algebra, i.e. a positive measure m with J / d m = f(z) forall 
/ є A. For a point z of Г this simply is point mass ez at z and for an interior point z 
of the disk, this measure is àmz = Pz d0/2rc, where Pz is the Poisson kernel for z. 
Now fi1 = m1/2 — £1 and ß2
 = m - i / 2 ~~ є - і both annihilate the elements ofB, fit is 
not absolutely continuous with respect to p2 a n <i ßi *s n ° t absolutely continuous 
with respect to fit. 
Example 3. We use the same ingredients as in the previous examples (considering 
functions which identify certain points of the disk and measures which are the 
difference of two representing measures) to obtain an example of a pervasive function 
algebra B and an infinite sequence fiu fi2, • •• ofmeasures which annihilate the elements 
of B and such that fin is not absolutely continuous with respect to pik if n and к are 
different. 
For convenience we consider the disk D = {|z — l/2| ^ 1/2} and denote its 
boundary by Г. A will be the disk algebra associated with this disk. 
Let au a2,... , respectively bl9 b2,... be sequences in D\T, respectively Г \ { 1 } , 
converging sufficiently fast to 1 so that the corresponding BIaschke products converge. 
Let5 = {feA:f(ak)=f(bk)fork = 1,2,...}. 
For every positive integer N, let gN be the Blaschke product associated with the 
sequence aN, aN+i, . . . : 
0jv(2) = n K [ ^ L £ , W < 1 . 
k^N ak 1 — akz 
Similarly one defines hN for the sequence bN, bN+1,... . 
Let fN = дФяі2 ~~ 1) PN> considered as a function on Г (or D) where pN is of the 
form exp 3jv with qN a polynomial chosen in such a way that /м(^к) ~ /лг(Ь^), k = 
= 1, . . . , N — 1 (for N = 1, pN is chosen identically 1). 
Note that the functions zfl9fuf29... belong to B and separate the points of Г. 
So B is a function algebra on Г. We now show that B is pervasive on Г. So let K 
be a non-trivial compact subset of Г, F an element of C{K) and e > 0. Without loss 
of generality bj , b2,... and hence also the point 1 belong to K. We may also assume 
that F vanishes on a neighborhood U of the point 1 (relative with respect to K). 
For some iV, bjy, Ьдг+1, ... є U, so since A is pervasive on Г, there is a polynomial p 
s 
к ||/jv||r 
Since K u {a l 5 . . . , ajy_J is polynomially convex, there is a polynomial q with 
!l II £ 
# * ) = 0 and q(ak) = p(bk) - p(ak) for fc = 1, . . . , N - 1. It follows that 
II*1 - (P + я)/и\\к < 2e 
and since (p + g ) / N e в we are done. 
W l l l l F 
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Finally, let mn be the unique representing measure on Г for the point an with respect 
to the disk algebra and let sn be point mass at bn. Then fin = mn — sn annihilates the 
algebra B, and for all n different from k the measure jUn is not absolutely continuous 
with respect to цк. 
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